This paper presents an algorithmic strategy to non-stationary policy search for finite-horizon, discrete-time Markovian decision problems with large state spaces, constrained action sets, and a risk-sensitive optimality criterion. The methodology relies on modeling time-variant policy parameters by a non-parametric response surface model for an indirect parametrized policy motivated by Bellman's equation. The policy structure is heuristic when the optimization of the risk-sensitive criterion does not admit a dynamic programming reformulation. Through the interpolating approximation, the level of non-stationarity of the policy and consequently the size of the resulting search problem can be adjusted. The computational tractability and the generality of the approach follow from a nested parallel implementation of derivative-free optimization in conjunction with Monte Carlo simulation. We demonstrate the efficiency of the approach on an optimal energy storage charging problem, and illustrate the effect of the risk functional on the improvement achieved by allowing a higher complexity in time variation for the policy.
Introduction
This paper addresses computational challenges arising in the direct policy search approach to approximate dynamic programming (ADP) for problems where the optimal policy is known to be non-stationary. ADP allows the application of dynamic programming to large-scale Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) by using approximations and simulation (Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis (1996) , Sutton and Barto (1998) , Powell (2011) , Bertsekas (2012) ).
Direct policy search broadly refers to methods in ADP where the policy is represented by a function approximator including some tuning parameters to be optimized. Direct policy search methods differ by the approximation architecture and by the stochastic optimization method used to tune the policy parameters. For non-stationary policies, which can change at each decision stage, the dimension of this embedded stochastic search problem grows linearly with the time horizon (see e.g. Powell (2011) ). The high dimensionality of the parameter space complicates the optimization of the approximate policy tremendously. In addition, depending on the policy function approximation architecture, the stochastic search problem typically becomes a non-convex or semiinfinite optimization problem.
To address these challenges, we study direct policy search with a non-stationary policy that minimizes a parametric cost function approximation. We let the time-dependent parameters vary according to an interpolating response surface model. More precisely, we assume that the policy is parameterized by a relatively low-dimensional vector θ at each point in time t. Each element θ i (t) can then be modeled using an interpolating response surface model. In our work we use spline functions, which have been demonstrated to be a versatile approximation architecture for solving dynamic programs (Johnson et al. 1993 , Chen et al. 1999 . The non-stationarity of the policy can then be adjusted through the number of interpolating knots over the time horizon.
This approximation considerably reduces the size of the search problem and enables the model user to actively control the dimensionality and to balance the trade-off between accuracy and computational cost.
The cost function approximation-based policy, which we describe in detail later on, readily ensures that for a given state and set of tuning parameters, the computed action is feasible. This feature makes the direct policy search framework amenable to handling a large set of constraints on the actions. In addition, computing optimal feasible actions associated with a set of states and policy parameters can be parallelized.
We use the fact that any order-preserving transformation of the value function can yield optimal decisions. Hence, a near-optimal policy does not necessarily rely on a near-optimal representation of the value function. Furthermore, when an appropriate architecture is applied in the policy function approximator, this policy parametrization is compatible with an exact dynamic programming solution, assuming that the minimization of the optimality criterion admits a dynamic programming reformulation. Otherwise, the dynamic-programming-inspired policy structure could be viewed as a heuristic to minimize a general risk-sensitive objective.
The policy parameters are often tuned to optimize a real-valued function of the costs. Examples of criteria for MDPs include the expected value or a given risk measure of the total cumulated cost over the planning horizon. In this paper, we do not make any assumption on the structure (e.g. separability, convexity, or differentiability) of this optimality criterion. In addition, due to the minimization operator in the policy function approximation, the search for a set of nearoptimal tuning parameters becomes less structured and has a non-convex feasible space, even Moazeni et al.: Parallel Non-Stationary Direct Policy Search for Risk Averse Stochastic Optimization Article submitted to INFORMS Journal on Computing; manuscript no. (Please, provide the mansucript number!) 3 when state spaces are convex and compact. To keep the generality of the approach to handle any optimality criterion, we resort to derivative-free optimization approaches which admit a parallel implementation, see e.g. Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis (1989) , Dixon and Jha (1993) , Golub and Ortega (1993) , Yamakawa and Fukushima (1996) , Censor and Zenios (1998) , Rios and Sahinidis (2012) . In this paper, we adopt a multi-start pattern search framework (Audet and Dennis (2002) ) combined with Monte Carlo simulation.
The use of derivative-free search on the interpolating knots of the parameter vector of the cost function approximation enables us to massively parallelize the direct policy search and take advantage of high performance computing. Our parallel implementation includes three layers of parallelization, namely, for the starting points, optimization iterations, and the objective function evaluations. The three levels of parallelization significantly improve the efficiency and speed of the algorithm implemented on a multi-cluster supercomputer, as demonstrated by the numerical experiments reported in this paper. Our parallel programming model is a hybrid model of messagepassing model (distributed parallel computing) and multithreading. The multithreaded component of the program allows us to adopt the framework and get some speed up on computer systems with multicore processors.
We investigate the efficiency and tractability of the approach by using an example from energy storage operation management. We study optimal charging policies for a storage device in the presence of a non-stationary stochastic electricity price process, non-stationary stochastic load evolution, and an intermittent renewable energy resource. The goal is to find an optimal storage charging policy over a finite time horizon which minimizes some risk functional of the total system operations cost, while fully serving the electricity load.
We first formulated the problem with a stylized storage model, in which the device is fast-ramping and fully efficient. As a contribution of independent interest, we provide a solution for the exact risk-neutral stochastic dynamic programming policy and its corresponding optimal value function.
We use this closed-form solution as a reference solution to benchmark our approach. In particular, we show that by using the proposed direct policy search strategy, the policy converges to an exact optimal solution to the dynamic program. Next, we investigate the proposed computational stochastic optimization framework to minimize the Value-at-Risk, Conditional Value-at-Risk, and expectation of the cost. The Value-at-Risk is a widely used and standard risk measure in various fields, such as finance (Duffie and Pan 1997) or energy (Burger et al. 2008 ), but it is a non-convex, non-smooth risk measure (Rockafellar and Uryasev (2000) ). We observe that the impact of the nonstationarity assumption depends on the risk functional. Increasing the level of non-stationarity can significantly improve the performance of the computed charging policy under the Value-at-Risk. The proposed approach is implemented on the Hyperion cluster from the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and the Tower cluster of CASTLE Labs at Princeton University. The impact of using multiple processors on the run time of the developed methodology is reported.
The main research contribution of our paper is to address computational challenges in direct policy search when the policy is parameterized indirectly using a minimization operator, the policy parameters are time dependent, the state space is high-dimensional, the actions are constrained, and a risk measure is used in the objective. In our direct policy search approach, there is no attempt to estimate the value function.
The presentation is organized as follows. We review the relevant literature in Section 2. In Section 3, we present the basic components of MDPs and formalize the concept of level of non-stationarity for non-stationary direct policy search. The proposed cost function approximation policy and the proposed nested hybrid massively parallel implementation of the approach are also described in this section. The motivating application in the context of energy storage operations management is discussed in Section 4. The results of the numerical study on computational tractability and algorithmic performance are reported in Section 5. We conclude the paper in Section 6.
Literature Review
Our work is related to several areas of research, as we now describe. Direct policy search methods have been the subject of several studies in both the machine learning and operations research communities (Busoniu et al. (2010) , Giuliani et al. (2015) ). When the gradient of the policy function approximation with respect to the policy parameters can be estimated, a class of techniques, called policy gradient methods, performs gradient descent to find local optima in the parameter space. For applications of policy gradient methods in direct policy search, see e.g. Sutton et al. (2000) , Baxter and Bartlett (2001) , Kakade (2002) , Peters et al. (2005) , Kober and Peters (2009), Silver et al. (2014) and the references therein. Policy gradient methods assume that the policy is differentiable in its parameters. In addition, they are often very slow and require a large number of iterations to converge, when the dimension of parameter space increases, which is the case in non-stationary policy search. Ng and Jordan (2000) apply exhaustive enumeration to find the best policy for a finite set of actions. For a sigmoidal policy parameterization, they adopt a gradient descent to optimize over the policy parameters. Strens and Moore (2003) investigate the use of paired statistical tests for comparing policies, aiming to find a globally optimal policy, without estimating a gradient. They illustrate the approach when the parameterized policy is given by a thresholded polynomial in the state with two parameters. Mannor et al. (2003) use the Cross Entropy method for optimization in the policy space, assuming that the policy is parameterized by a small number of parameters, e.g., a threshold policy. Kormushev and Caldwell (2012) propose Moazeni et al.: Parallel Non-Stationary Direct Policy Search for Risk Averse Stochastic Optimization Article submitted to INFORMS Journal on Computing; manuscript no. (Please, provide the mansucript number!) 5 an algorithm based on particle filtering to perform global search in policy parameter space. They validate the technique on one and two dimensional problems. Actor-only methods in actor-critic reinforcement learning, surveyed in Grondman et al. (2012) , also work with a parameterized family of policies and optimize the cost directly over the policy parameter space. This class of methods uses an indirect parametrization that has similarities with the policy representation studied in the present paper; however, the present work differs in that the updates in actor-critic methods are generally performed based on a policy-gradient formula, and that the policy optimizes a stateaction value function approximation. The literature on computational aspects or optimality of parametric policies has been mainly concerned with affine policies, see e.g. Bertsimas et al. (2010) , Kuhn et al. (2011), Bertsimas and Goyal (2012) , Moazeni et al. (2013) . For stationary policy search with a small number of parameters, Scott et al. (2014) use the knowledge gradient for continuous parameters policy (Scott et al. 2011 ) to find policy parameters.
Variations of the optimal storage charging management problem have been studied in the literature. The sizing and management of a hydro pumping storage unit in an island power system with renewable penetration are studied in Brown et al. (2008) . The objective is to minimize the expected operation and annualized installation costs over all scenarios of wind, hydropower production, and load. Gonzalez et al. (2008) discuss the maximization of the profit of a wind farm and a hydro pumped storage unit owner over a finite horizon, in compliance with commitments in the market. The problem is formulated as a two-stage stochastic programming problem. The problem of maximizing the total discounted revenue of a storage facility owner, assuming an exogenous stochastic process for the electricity price, is investigated in Carmona and Ludkovski (2010) , and a simulation-based numerical method is proposed. Lai et al. (2010) study the problem of the real option valuation for natural gas storage, in the presence of capacity constraints and uncertainty in the natural gas price dynamics. They develop a tractable approximate dynamic programming approach, coupled with Monte Carlo simulation, to compute bounds on the storage value. An optimal energy commitment policy for the owner of a wind farm and storage resources to maximize the revenue in an infinite time horizon is studied in Kim and Powell (2011) , where both electricity price and wind power supply evolve as stochastic processes. Harsha and Dahleh (2015) consider a setting that involves conventional generation with a real time price, renewable generation with a zero marginal cost, and energy storage. The goal is to minimize the cost of generation and investment in storage, while fully serving the demand. The authors formulate the problem as a discrete-time stochastic dynamic programming problem over an infinite horizon and establish the existence of an optimal stationary policy. Zhou et al. (2014) consider the colocation of wind generation and electricity storage facilities with uncertain wind and stochastic prices, limited transmission capacity, and the option of buying power from the market. They model the wind-storage management problem as a finite-horizon Markov decision process and establish some structural results. Moazeni et al. (2015) discuss the importance of downside risk considerations in managing energy storage systems exposed to price risk, due to the fat-tailed distribution of energy prices. Scott et al. (2014) show that, in the context of a storage problem, direct policy search, even for stationary policies, can outperform several approximate policy iteration algorithms. In this paper, we adopt a model similar to the ones considered in Moazeni et al. (2015) and Scott et al. (2014) .
Non-Stationary Direct Policy Search and Risk Aversion
We consider a discrete-time dynamic optimization problem described by the following components.
• States: The state S t , valued in a subset S t of a state space S .
• Decisions: The vector-valued decision x t , to be in the feasible set X t (S t ). The notation stresses that X t (S t ) can depend on the state S t and time t.
• Exogenous information: The random vector W t+1 , assumed to be independent of S t and x t . The distribution of W t+1 depends on the period index t.
• Transition function: The next state is described by the model
stresses that the transition function is non-stationary.
• Cost function: The cost function is described by C t (S t , x t ). The time index in C t stresses that the cost function is non-stationary.
The dynamic optimization problem under consideration is written
The optimization is over a class Π of non-stationary policies π = (π 0 , . . . , π T −1 ). The policy π is said to be stationary if π t is independent of t. We write X π t (S t ) to indicate that the decision X t is a function of the state S t determined by the policy π at time step t. The optimal value of problem (1) is denoted by J(s)
The objective function is expressed with the risk functional ρ, which maps the random cost
to a real number. We write B π and J π to stress that the distribution of the random return depends on the policy π.
In the literature on MDPs, often the expectation E plays the role of the risk functional ρ. Shapiro (2012) or the examples given in Defourny et al. (2008) , Rudloff et al. (2014) .
In the present work, we therefore focus on direct policy search methods, which seek to find a best policy within a class of parameterized policies, by directly optimizing the performance measure ρ over the time-varying policy parameters simultaneously. To deal with the computational challenges posed by the large number of policy parameters and constraints on the decisions in direct policy search, we consider a class of policies which captures the effect of the risk-adjusted "value" of the distribution of the next state, conditioned on the current state, by an approximation architecture where the time-varying policy parameters follow an interpolating response surface model over time.
These steps are explained in the following subsections.
Cost Function Approximation Policy
We carry out policy search over a class of non-stationary deterministic policies given by
where K θ t gives a risk-adjusted value of the distribution of the next state S t+1 = S M t+1 (s t , x t , W t+1 ) given the current state s t and decision x t . The risk-adjusted value depends on the parameter vector θ t . When the risk functional is the expectation, K θ t (S M t (s t , x t , W t+1 )) plays the role of the expected value function at the next state. We refer to
as the correction function.
is reduced to the myopic policy, i.e., the decision maker has simply chosen to ignore the fact that decisions at every time step may impact the future system state and total cost. Therefore, the function K θ t (s t , x t ) can be interpreted as a correction to adjust the myopic policy to capture the effect of future costs.
We assume that the minimizations in (3) are attained. This assumption holds, for example when X t (s t ) is a compact set and C t (s t , x t ) + K θ t (s t , x t ) is a continuous function of x.
A natural choice to represent the correction function K θ t is a linear approximation architecture. This model is described by a linear combination of basis functions taken from a finite collection
of functions, assumed to be specified beforehand and easily computable, It turns out that only basis functions with ∇ x φ k (s t , x t ) = 0 may influence the computation of X π t (s t |θ). This is because (i) minimizers are insensitive to adding a constant, and (ii) shifting the correction function relative to different states or times has no impact on other correction functions since correction functions are not computed recursively. We note that the linear approximation architecture is not the only choice. The optimization approach developed in this paper can accommodate other types of approximation, as long as the minimizations in (3) remain computationally tractable.
The cost function approximation in equation (3) using the linear approximation architecture (5) is then fully defined by the K × (T − 1) parameters θ t,k , which will govern (along with the initial choice of basis functions) the performance of the policy. We assume that θ def = (θ 0 , . . . , θ T −1 ) can be valued in a compact set Θ def = Θ 0 × · · · × Θ T −1 , and describe the optimization as
The optimal value of problem (6) is denoted byĴ(s)
is the optimal value of problem (1). Problem (6), along with the parametric cost function approximation in equation (3), aims to heuristically solve problem (1).
As an interesting feature of the policy parametrization in (3), the argmin operator takes into account the constraints defining admissible decisions and thereby ensures that the computed decision is feasible. Therefore, problem (6) only includes constraints in Θ t , e.g. only box constraints.
Alternative constraints on policy parameters may also be included in problem (6). For instance, we can impose that the policy be stationary up to the time step T − 2 and be myopic at T − 1 through the additional constraints θ 0 = · · · = θ T −2 and θ T −1 = 0.
Appropriate assumptions on the correction function K θ t and the parameter sets Θ t ensure that an exact stochastic dynamic programming policy is included as a feasible policy in problem (6).
This is more precisely stated in Proposition 1 below. In this proposition, we do not assume a linear approximation architecture and a general correction function K θ t is considered.
Suppose momentarily that the risk measure ρ admits the dynamic programming equations
where V T (S T ) ≡ 0. This happens for example when ρ is the expectation, or the maximum over the possible realizations of the cost-to-go, see e.g. (Bertsekas 2005 , Riedel 2004 , Shapiro 2012 . As a result, the notion of exact stochastic dynamic programing solution will be well-defined.
Proposition 1. Suppose the risk functional ρ admits dynamic programming equations (7) and (8). Let the feasible sets be defined by linear inequalities,
for some state-dependent matrix A(s t ) and vector b(s t ). Suppose that for every s ∈ S t , the functions Q t (s, x) are continuously differentiable and convex in x on X t (s). In addition, assume that there exists a set of parameters
• the functions C t (s, x) + Kθ t (s, x) are continuously differentiable in x, for each s ∈ S t , and
• the following equality on the gradient of the Q-function (7) and the gradient of the correction function holds atx t (s)
:
Then,
t=0 is an exact optimal stochastic dynamic programming solution.
A proof for Proposition 1 is provided in Appendix A.
Proposition 1 establishes a sufficient condition for the correction term to ensure that an optimal policy is included in the search problem. Admittedly this condition might not be easy to verify since we do not have the optimal Q-function, but the existence of this sufficient condition implies that an appropriate correction term does not need to be equal to the value function.
The class of policies in (3) for the expectation is referred to as cost function approximation in Powell (2011) . Other popular classes of policies in ADP are policies based on value function approximations and policy function approximations. In the former class, the value function in Bellman's equation is approximated using a linear model with parameters attempting to approximate the value of being in a state. In contrast to this class of policies, the correction term in the cost function approximation policies is not intended to approximate the value function and is being tuned only to produce a better policy. Policy function approximation-based policies are analytic functions, mapping states to actions, without using an embedded optimization problem. Parametric affine functions or polynomials belong to this class of policies. While parametric analytic functions can be used in the framework of direct policy search, when the feasible set X t (s t ) includes a large number of inequality constraints on decisions X π t (s t ), direct policy search for policy function approximation policies poses limitations, e.g., see e.g. Moazeni et al. (2013) .
In the rest of this section, we investigate the closeness to optimality of the policy obtained by the direct policy search where the policy function approximation is expressed as in (3). Similar to the existing error bounds for the approximate dynamic programming solution (see e.g. Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis (1996) , Munos (2003) , Yu and Bertsekas (2010) ), we consider a stationary MDP evolving Article submitted to INFORMS Journal on Computing; manuscript no. (Please, provide the mansucript number!) over infinite time horizon on a state space S , with the action space X and the cost function C(s t , x t ) to minimize an expected discounted cost objective. Under this assumption, the optimal policy corresponding to the fixed point of the Bellman operator is stationary; whence θ is time invariant. For an infinite time horizon MDP, the direct policy search solves the following problem,
Here, γ < 1 is a discount factor, and X π (S t |θ) is defined as in (3).
Suppose we are given a finite collection of basis functions {φ k : S → R} K k=1 to specify the correction function behind the expectation over the next state. Let the hypothesis space of the policies in (3) be described by
Here, Φ(S ) is the column vector with the basis functions φ k evaluated at the next state S . Denote the hypothesis space for the value functions, induced by the basis functions Φ and the parameter space Θ by H V :
Let Π ξ denote a projection operator, that maps an arbitrary function f : S → R to the closest element of the hypothesis space H V , according to certain weighted norm · ξ . Therefore
If ξ is the steady-state probability vector of the Markov chain under the policy being evaluated, then Π ξ T is a contraction mapping and has a fixed point denoted byV (see Proposition 6.3.1 of
Bertsekas (2012)), i.e.,V = Π ξ TV . Here, T is the Bellman operator, i.e.,
Projection approaches and linear approximation architectures are used for instance in approximate policy iteration, see e.g. Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis (1996) , Powell (2011 ), Bertsekas (2012 .
The following proposition provides an error bound on the expected value of the policy obtained using direct policy search (11). Note that the value of the policy is a notion well distinct from the approximate value function that this policy could use to produce decisions at each state it visits. Let θ ξ,V def = arg min θ TV − θ Φ ξ . In the following Proposition, V π θ ξ,V denotes the true value of the policy π θ ξ,V ∈ H π , which selects decisions according to π θ ξ,V (s) = arg min
Proposition 2. Let V * denote the optimal value function of the exact stochastic dynamic optimization, i.e., V * = T V * , and let V π θ * (s) be the value of the policy in the policy hypothesis space H π produced by the direct policy search method, where the policy is described as π θ * (s) = arg min x∈X (s) {C(s, x) + γE S |s,x [θ * Φ(S )]}, and θ * is selected by optimizing (11). Then the loss of
where V π θ ξ,V is the true value of the policy π θ ξ,V . Additionally, if the fixed point of the projected
A proof for Proposition 2 is provided in Appendix B.
This bound is determined by the discount factor γ and supremum norm of the approximation error of the projected Bellman equation. Inequality (15) remains valid when the correction function includes the expectation; for further discussion, see the remark in Appendix B.
Interpolating Surface Model Approximation: Level of Non-Stationarity
To manage the size of problem (6), for every k = 1, · · · , K in equation (3) we let the tuning parame-
We refer to τ as the level of non-stationarity. The choice of τ = T − 2 is equivalent to a full non-stationary policy, whereas τ = 0 implies a stationary policy. This feature allows the model user to adjust the stationarity of the policy depending on the available resources to solve the resulting stochastic optimization problem. In our numerical investigation, we consider splines with equidistant interpolation nodes, i.e., we let each θ t,k be the value of a (piecewise-polynomial real) spline function I T k (t), i.e.,
Each I l,k (t) is a polynomial function from [t l−1,k , t l,k ) to R. The highest order of these polynomials is said to be the order of the spline I T k (t). The most commonly used splines are cubic splines, i.e., each I l,k (t) is a cubic polynomial
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In our computational investigation in Section 5, we focus on natural cubic splines, with equidistant sets of interpolation knots, i.e., t l,k = T −2 τ l.
Each spline function I T k is uniquely determined by its values at the spline knots. Hence, to determine I T k (t), and consequently θ t,k , it suffices to find the values y 0,k , · · · , y τ,k of the splines at their τ + 1 knots, i.e., I T k (t l,k ) = y l,k , for l = 0, · · · , τ and k = 1, · · · , K. Therefore, using the approximation (17), the number of decision variables in the optimization problem (6) is reduced to K × (τ + 1).
Response surface models have found great use as approximating functions in various contexts.
The reader is referred to Jones (2001) for an excellent overview and comparison of surface models.
Interpolating response surface models are more favorable than non-interpolating surfaces, because they are often more reliable and can better capture the shape of the function. Furthermore, in contrast to non-interpolating surfaces, for interpolating methods such as the natural cubic splines adding additional points often leads to a more accurate surface, which eventually converges to the true function. In stochastic dynamic programming, response surface models have often been used to approximate the future value functions between some discrete points in the state space for stochastic dynamic programming problems with continuous state and decision variables, e.g.
Johnson et al. (1993) employs tensor-product splines and Chen et al. (1999) adopts a method
based on multivariate adaptive regression splines for approximating the future value functions, in the contexts of water resources application and inventory forecasting problem, respectively. In Coleman et al. (1999) , a two-dimensional spline functional is used to directly approximate a local volatility function.
In contrast to the use of surface models for estimating the value function, in this paper, an interpolating surface model is adopted to approximate the pattern of decision variables and project the feasible space of problem (6) into the one with a lower dimension. While this method has been used in some works such as Coleman et al. (2007) to approximate the optimal policy µ t (S t ) itself, to the best of our knowledge, its application to estimate non-stationary policy parameters is novel.
Our developed approach involves three approximation aspects, namely approximating the policy function, approximating the correction functions through an architecture of basis functions, and approximating the tuning parameters with an interpolating response surface model. Solving the resulting search problem (6) is discussed next.
Nested Hybrid Parallel Derivative-Free Optimization
One common practice to estimate the expected value or risk in the objective function ρ(B π (S 0 )) in problem (6) is to draw N scenarios for exogenous state variables and approximate the criterion around these scenarios. This is also akin to generating N Monte Carlo trajectories or calling a generative model as in Ng and Jordan (2000) . When N sample trajectories are used to approximate the objective function, each function evaluation ρ(B π (S 0 )) corresponding to a set of policy parameters requires solving N × T minimizations of type (3). This is computationally rather expensive.
To overcome this computational intensity, we take advantage of high performance computing.
Our parallel model includes three levels of parallelism with 1 + c S (1 + c I c N ) processes. The processors' assignment for the developed parallel programming model is depicted in Figure 1 .
In the first level, the master processor receives a set of starting points {θ choose a certain set of search directions at each iterate and search for a point that improves the objective function, see e.g. Nocedal and Wright (2006) . If a point with a significantly lower function value is found, it is adopted as the new iterate, and the center of the frame is shifted to this new point. This approach can be simply and effectively implemented on a parallel processing system, by evaluating the objective function at different directions simultaneously, see e.g. Hough et al. (2001) , Kolda (2005) . The parallel pattern search we use in this paper is demonstrated in Figure 2 .
Here, γ tol indicates the convergence tolerance, 0 ≤ β c ≤ 1 is the contraction factor, β e ≥ 1 is the expansion factor, the function ς(·) is the sufficient decrease function from [0, ∞) to the set of real numbers, D = {d i } i is the set of search directions, γ 0 is the |D|-vector of initial step sizes, and I max denotes the maximum number of iterations. In Figure 2 , γ l,i refers to the i th element of the vectors γ l . We note that |D| is not necessarily equal to c I , and the candidate points {θ
will be distributed almost equally among the head worker nodes. In addition, the points θ ( ) and y ( ) are understood to be vectorized versions of {θ ( ) t,k } t=0,··· ,T −2,k=1,··· ,K and {y ( ) t,k } t=0,··· ,τ,k=1,··· ,K . Global convergence and robustness characteristics of some variations of this class of methods have been discussed in Torczon (1997) , Torczon and Trosset (1998) , Lewis et al. (2000) , Audet and Dennis (2002) . In addition, the success of multi-start direct search algorithms for a variety of test problems has been reported in Rios and Sahinidis (2012) . The global convergence to a stationary point of the generalized pattern search method for an unconstrained problem with a continuously differentiable objective function is established in Torczon (1997) . Audet and Dennis (2002) This parallel implementation to solve problem (6) is employed and assessed in connection with an optimal energy storage management problem, described in the following section.
Application: Optimal Storage Charging Management
We adopt the model studied in Moazeni et al. (2015) , in which a renewable power generation source (e.g. wind) and an energy storage device are integrated into an electrical grid to minimize the total cost of serving a demand over a finite planning horizon [0, T ).
We discretize the time horizon [0, T ) into T intervals of length ∆t = 1. The state of the system at time t is expressed by the state variable S t def = (D t ,Ẽ t ,P t , R t ), whereD t ,Ẽ t , andP t , respectively, refer to the exogenously varying energy demand, energy supply, and energy price. Here, R t is the fraction of the storage that is full at time t. The initial state S 0 = (D 0 ,Ẽ 0 ,P 0 , R 0 ) is known.
The energy supplyẼ t is first used to serve the demandD t . Given the state variable S t , the decision to be made at the beginning of the time interval [t, t + 1) includes energy flows,
(00) master processor sends the initial points θ (05)
is as in equation (3) with the correction function as in equation (5). (06) while γ
manager node n uses the interpolation models
manager processor n distributes the |D| candidate iterates θ ( +1,1) , · · · , θ ( +1,|D|) among the c I head worker processors. Head workers employ other c N − 1 worker processes to evaluate +1,i) ) S 0 = s and return to manager node n.
end while (20)
manager processor sets and records Parallel non-stationary direct policy search with the level of non-stationarity τ , and parallel pattern search as the parallel derivative-free optimization subroutine.
, and x RD t , where x IJ t denotes the amount of energy transferred from I to J at time step t. The superscript W stands for wind, D for demand, R for storage, and G for grid. These nonnegative energy flows should satisfy the following constraints: Constraint (20) ensures that the demand is fully satisfied using the grid, the storage, or the wind turbine. The constraints (21) and (22) ensure that the storage device is not charged or discharged faster than allowed.
In addition to the constraints (19)- (22), a feasible set of energy flows should imply that the storage level in the next time step, R t+1 , computed by
satisfies R t+1 ≥ R min and R t+1 ≤ R max .
By using the equality constraints (19) and (20) 
Clearly, X t (s t ) is a bounded and convex set, for every realization s t of state S t . The stage cost at time step t incurred by the system owner (decision maker) to fully serve the demand equals
whereP t ≥ 0 is the energy price. The decision maker's objective is addressed by ρ (B π (S 0 )), where
We consider stochastic processes as in Moazeni et al. (2015) to model the three sources of uncertainty in the problem. These models are described next.
Data Models
Energy Price (P t ): The energy price (in $/MWh) at time t is modeled bỹ address the hour-of-day, day-of-week, and month-of-year seasonality effects. The deseasonalized log-priceỸ P t is estimated using a discretized mean-reverting jump diffusion process, with normally distributed jumps:
Here, t ∼ N (0, 1),J t,i ∼ N (µ J , σ J ), andq t is a Poisson random variable with parameter λ J .
Energy Demand (D t ):
The energy demand (in MWh) for the time interval [t, t + 1) is approximated byD
where D Wind Energy (Ẽ t ): We assume that the wind farm has 50 identical wind turbines, each of which has an output p
whereW t denotes the wind speed measured in m/s. Here, we let the rated power be p r = 4 MW, the power coefficient C p = 0.5, A = 50 2 π (in m 2 ), the density of air ν ≈ 1.3 kg/m 3 , and the minimal wind speed corresponding to the rated power v r ≈ 11.62 m/s, see e.g. MacKay (2009) and Moazeni et al. (2015) . Velocity of the wind is assumed to be equal toW t = (Ỹ E t + µ E ) 2 , with givenW 0 and µ E . Here,Ỹ E t evolves according to an AR(1) modelỸ
and the deterministic initial valueỸ E 0 = 0 and the given |φ E | < 1 and σ E . Therefore, the (total) wind energy output (measured in MWh) from the 50 wind turbines over the time interval [t, t + 1) (one hour) can be approximated by 50 × p
Exact Stochastic Dynamic Programming Solution
In this section, we provide a closed-form representation for an exact stochastic dynamic programming solution for a stylized fully efficient storage device model, when solely the expected cost is concerned, i.e., the risk functional ρ is the expectation E. This result is presented in Proposition 3.
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We assume that all of the expectations and conditional expectations are well defined. Throughout, denote the vertical vector (1, 1, −1, −1) by e and let
Proposition 3. Let η D = η C = 1, ∆R D = ∆R C = 1, and γ ∆t = 0. Then at time steps t = 0, · · · , T − 2, the function Q t (s, x) equals
where B T −2 = 0 and
In addition, for t = 0, · · · , T − 2, an optimal decision is given by
At the last time step t = T − 1, the myopic decision is optimal.
A proof for Proposition 3 is provided in Appendix C.
Under the assumptions of Proposition 3, the decision x
The derivation of the exact solution in Proposition 3 relies on strong assumptions on the characteristics of the storage device. In practice, often η D η C < 1, ∆R D ∆R C < 1, and γ ∆t > 0. For more realistic storage models, finding an exact solution to the stochastic dynamic programming problem is in general difficult. Solving such problems numerically can become quite challenging when the dimension of the state space increases and actions are constrained; hence, we should resort to approximation techniques such as the direct policy search from approximate dynamic programming.
Computational Experiments
In this Section, we investigate the performance and limitations of the developed methodology and parallel implementations in terms of handling non-stationarity and arbitrary risk functionals ρ(·),
for the optimal energy storage management application described in Section 4.
The computations are carried out partially on the Hyperion cluster from the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (https://hyperionproject.llnl.gov/index.php) and the Tower cluster Table VI in Moazeni et al. (2015) . Full details on the parameter estimation methods and on the data sets for the models in Section 4.1 are provided in the online supplement to this paper.
A policy based on a cost function approximation X π t (s t |θ t ) is considered, as in equation (3). The stage cost C t (s t , x t ) is given by (24). A linear approximation architecture of the form (5) is adopted for the correction function:
This approximation uses a single basis function φ 1 , defined as
The time-varying weights θ t,1 can take values in [−2, 4] . The variability of θ t,1 over time is controlled by the level of non-stationarity parameter τ . At the last stage K θ T −1 (S T −1 , θ T −1 ) is set to 0, indicating that the policy will behave myopically. For the analyses reported in this section, the conditional expectation in (31) is computed in closed-form for the price model in Section 4.1.
The basis function (31) is found to be able to produce a range of objectives that can give more or less importance to discharging now versus discharging later, depending on the value of the weight θ t,1 . For example, with θ t,1 = 0, the one-stage cost minimization is the only goal, resulting in a tendency to discharge quickly. With a large value for θ t,1 , the objective essentially reduces to maximizing the next storage level R t+1 , resulting in a tendency to charge as much as possible to be able to discharge at the next time step.
We study three risk functionals for the objective function in the direct policy search: E[·] (the expectation), VaR β (the Value-at-Risk at confidence level β), and CVaR β (the conditional Valueat-Risk at confidence level β), with β set to 95%.
When the risk functional is the expectation, we know the optimal value of the problem, as established in Proposition 3. Therefore, the suboptimality of the solutions produced with our methodology can be rigorously assessed (see section 5.1). We are not making any claim that our proposed methodology is computationally more effective than other approximate dynamic programming methods optimized for that purpose. When the objective function is the Value-at-Risk or the Conditional Value-at-Risk, there does not exist a stochastic dynamic programming reformulation able to minimize those objectives. As a result, it would not be possible to apply other standard approximate dynamic programming methods, which rely on the existence of the recursive dynamic programming equations, for the propose of comparing relative performances.
For the implementation of the parallel multi-start pattern search, we use N = 10, 000 simulated paths. The initial step sizes are set to γ 0,i = 1.5 for all directions i. The sufficient-decrease function ς(·) that is set to the constant-valued function 0.1. The expansion parameter β e and the contraction parameter β c that control the relative change of the step sizes are set to β e = 2 and β c = 0.5, respectively. Those choices are typical in the literature, see e.g. Nocedal and Wright (2006) . The tolerance parameter specified by the stopping criterion is set to γ tol = 10 −3 and the maximum number of iterations is set to I max = 25.
To evaluate the impact of the stopping criterion, we conducted an analysis of the improvement in the objective function over 50 iterations, for five different random starting points and for the special value 0. We replicated the experiment for two values of the level of non-stationarity τ . The simulation results are presented in Figure 3 .
The conclusion of this study is that in all cases, 25 iterations are enough to obtain a solution reasonably close to solutions obtained with more iterations. In general, with a higher level of non-stationarity, the maximum number of iterations should increase. We also observe that the objective function stops improving sooner with the VaR criterion. This suggests that with the VaR, it is more effective to choose a tighter stopping criterion and try more initial starting points.
For the expectation and CVaR, it is expected that the search algorithm should be less sensitive to the starting points, thanks to the convergence properties resulting from the convexity of those functionals.
Next, we investigate the impact of the number of scenarios N on the single-thread computational time for the objective evaluation. Table 1 reports the averaged time required to evaluate each objective function ρ(B π (S 0 )), over 200 non-stationary policies, for the three risk functionals and for different numbers of samples. We generated the policy parameters randomly, and replicated the experiment for two values of the parameter τ . Our conclusion is that the computational time for each objective function evaluation grows more or less linearly with the number of simulated paths, and this holds true for each of the three risk functionals we studied.
Quality of the Policy: Accuracy and the Impact of Level of Non-stationarity
We first address the question of evaluating the quality of the computed policies. We start by using the special case of the energy storage charging problem, for which a closed-form representation of the optimal solution is established in Proposition 3. Namely, we set η In each plot, each curve indicates the objective function improvements associated with a randomly generated initial point θ0 for the optimization. Table 1 Average single-thread run times to evaluate the objective function of problem (6). The reported evaluation times are averaged over 200 randomly generated policy parameter vectors (θ1, · · · , θT −1).
and ∆R D = 1, while the other parameter values remain as before. According to Proposition 3, our choice of the correction functional K t in equations (31) and (10), the optimal parameter values must be θ * t = 1.0, for t = 0, · · · , T − 2. We observe that our computational approach is able to recover the optimal parameter values θ * t = 1.0, for t = 0, · · · , T − 2. In addition, to study whether the convergence to the optimal policy is robust with respect to the selected starting point, we conduct Article submitted to INFORMS Journal on Computing; manuscript no. (Please, provide the mansucript number!) a sensitivity analysis relative to the initial starting points. Simulations from this experiment are reported in Figure 4 . This study indicates that the developed approach consistently returns the optimal policy for the test case, where we could actually determine an optimal policy theoretically. Figure 4 Iterations of the algorithm of Figure 2 for the expected value risk functional (y-axis, in millions).
Iterations
Runs from the starting points θ (0,1) = (1, 1, 1, 1), θ (0,2) = (0, 0, 0, 0), and a randomly generated θ (0,3) = (0.0417, 2.5799, 0.0734, 3.8421) converge to the exact solution θ * established in Proposition 3.
Next, we investigate the impact of the interpolating surface parameter τ on the computed policy and its corresponding objective value, when we are not able to establish and refer to an exact optimal policy. We focus on the relative improvement that can be achieved when optimizing over non-stationary policies for increasing levels of complexity of the policy space. Table 2 reports the results of our experiments for three values of the parameter τ that controls the potential non-stationarity of the policies and for the alternative risk functionals. The improvements are particularly visible on the VaR functional, which is in principle the most challenging risk measure among the three to optimize. Our conclusion is that increasing the level of non-stationarity, and thus the number of parameters to optimize, may significantly improve the quality of the policies; the achieved improvement depends on the risk functional. The run time of the multithreading parallel implementation that tunes the stationary policy when N = 10, 000 is around is around 88% − 91% of the run time of the nested hybrid parallel implementation that tunes the non-stationary policy, as reported in Table 5 . This ratio is found to be consistent for the three objectives and for different values of τ .
The corresponding computed non-stationary policy parameters θ t are illustrated in Figure 5 .
In these plots, the optimal parameter for the stationary policy is depicted by the straight thick red line. In Figure 5 , left plots illustrate the non-stationary policy parameter curve, when the risk functional ρ is E, and the right plots correspond to the non-stationary policy parameter curve, when the risk functional ρ is VaR 95% . A comparison between the left plots and the right plots Table 2 Relative improvement in the objective function of the non-stationary policy for several values of τ .
indicates that the deviation of the non-stationary policy parameter curve from the stationary policy parameter is larger for VaR 95% than for the expectation, at some time steps. That can be the reason for the significant relative improvement in the objective function for VaR 95% , when the policy is let be non-stationary.
Parallel Implementation Analyses
To evaluate our parallel implementation model for the three different nested levels of parallelism, as described in Section 3.3, we conduct several experiments explained below.
To study the computational benefits brought by our multithreading implementation at the level of the objective evaluation, we first replicate the single-thread experiments of Table 1, this time with 32 threads. The results obtained on the Hyperion supercomputer are reported in Table 3 .
Compared to the single-thread implementation, we observe a reduction of objective evaluation times by roughly a five-fold factor. Table 3 Study of the evaluation times in terms of the number of samples, using 32 threads: average time over 200 randomly generated non-stationary policies.
Next, we explore the computational benefits of different types of parallel implementations, namely, the multithreading implementation at the level of objective evaluation parallelization and 18, 000 seconds (=5 hours), respectively. This has resulted in the zeros in Table 5 .
The results in Table 5 indicate that the multithreading implementation for the objective evaluations could reduce the computational time of the whole direct search approach by a factor around 5, as well. Improvement in computational time with message passing for the optimization step is more pronounced than the improvement realized from multithreading at the level of objective function evaluations. This observation suggests that when a limited number of processes are available, it would be more efficient to allocate them to the second level of parallelization than the third layer.
In addition, while the run time of the sequential implementation increases when the parameter τ increases, the run time of the message passing parallel implementation is almost in the same range of magnitude as τ and c I increases. The results in the last block of Sequential Implementation Table 4 Run time (in seconds) of sequential implementations of direct policy search (cS = 1, cI = 1, cN = 1).
Concluding Remarks
The current literature on direct policy search methods for multi-stage dynamic optimization problems typically assumes that the policy parameters are stationary or that the search is restricted to the class of affine policies. In this work, we develop a computational approach to approximate non-stationary policy parameters for a fairly general class of policy approximators. A prominent feature of our cost function approximation policy is that it can handle a large number of constraints Parallel Implementations Table 5 Relative we assume that the architecture for the correction term in the policy function approximation is given. It would be fruitful to investigate the impact of the specification of the architecture on the computed policy and its performance (Tsitsiklis and Roy (1996) , Keller et al. (2006) , Yu and Bertsekas (2009) Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis (1996) ), we have
Inequalities (38) and (39) together establish (16).
Remark: When the correction function includes the expectation, the projection Π ξ is over the functions in the hypothesis space HQ, defined as
Accordingly, for any function f : S × X → R, the projection operator is defined as
where here, f
The fixed point of the projected Bellman operator is then iteratively computed by solvingQ
andQ is the fixed point of Π ξ T Q .
Consider the direct policy search framework with the policy functions hypothesis spacē
Let θ * be an optimal parameter value for the direct policy search approach. Therefore,
Since the direct policy search restricts the search to the hypothesis space of policy functionsH π ,
In addition, since θ * is a solution of the minimization problem (11) over the policy spaceH π , we have
The right-hand-side in the above inequality is the true value of the policy π θ ξ,Q at state s. Therefore, this inequality yields
Combining inequalities (42) and (43) implies that
and completes the proof of (15).
Appendix C: Proof of Proposition 3
In this section, we provide a proof for Proposition 3. We first present several lemmas which simplify the proof.
Let P dual denote the associated dual linear program of the following minimization problem P primal : min
In the following lemmas, we characterize solutions for problem P primal . In each case, for each solution of the primal problem P primal , we exhibit a feasible point for the dual problem P dual , such that the objective values of the primal and dual problems are equal. This implies that these points are optimal for the respective problems. Throughout, we denoteD t def =D t − min{Ẽ t ,D t } and
,Ê t are optimal points of problem P primal and the achieved optimal objective value equals
Proof. Both pointsx t andx t are in the feasible set of P primal . Also, (−P t +η D η CP t , 0, 0, 0, 0, − P t ) is a feasible point for the dual problem P dual with the dual objective value C t (s t ,x t ) = C t (s t ,x t ).
Therefore,x t andx t are optimal points of the linear programming problem P primal .
Lemma 1 shows that problem P primal may have multiple optimal points. Furthermore, given the charge level R t , implementing eitherx t orx t implies that
In particular, R t+1 = R min when R t ≤ ∆R D .
Lemma 2. In problem P primal , letP t = v ≤ 0 and η D = η C = 1. Then, the point x + t , defined in equation (26), is optimal and C t (s t , x + t ) =P t min{∆R C , R t } R cap −Ẽ t .
Proof. The point x + t is feasible in P primal . In addition, C t (s t , x + t ) equals the dual objective value corresponding to the dual feasible points (0, v, v, 0, 0, 0) , when ∆R C ≤ R t , and the feasible dual point (0, 0, 0, 0, v, 0), when R t ≤ ∆R C .
Under the assumptions of Lemma 2, we have,
Hence, R t+1 = R max , when R t ≤ ∆R C . Now, we are ready to prove the statement of Proposition 3.
Proof. Given V T (S T ) = 0 and using equation (8), we have Q T −1 (S T −1 , x) = C T −1 (S T −1 , x) and V T −1 (S T −1 ) = min
Therefore, at time step t = T − 1, a myopic policy is optimal. Hence, the value function at time step t = T − 1 is given by equation (45) An optimal decision at time step t = T − 2 is then computed as,
Q T −2 (S T −2 , x) = arg min
Thus, using Lemmas 1 and 2, x * T −2 is the myopic policy ifP T −2 ≥ E T −2 [P T −1 ], and is given by x + t , otherwise. Now assume that Q t+1 (S t+1 , x) is as in equation (28) for some t + 1 ≤ T − 2. In the following, we show that Q t (S t , x) will also take a form as in (28) and x * t is determined by the sign ofP t ≤ E t [P t+1 ]. From equation (7), Q t (S t , x) at time step t equals Q t (S t , x) = C t (S t , x) + E t [V t+1 (S t+1 )] =P t e x + E t Q t+1 (S t+1 , x * t+1 ) . From the induction hypothesis, the second term of this equation is equal to E t Q t+1 (S t+1 , x * t+1 ) = E t P t+1 − E t+1 P t+2 e x * t+1
Depending on the sign of (P t+1 − E t+1 [P t+2 ]),
Therefore, the conditional expectation involving x * t+1 in equation (48) can be simplified as below,
Depending on the sign of (P t+1 − E t+1 [P t+2 ]) and optimal decision x * t+1 , we get either
or
Therefore, the first term in equation (49) is equal to, 
Moving the e x terms together, cancelling out the term E t E t+1 P t+2 Ẽ t+1 , and extending the last term to t + 1, we get,
Note that
Plugging equation (55) into (54), canceling out the term E t E t+1 [P t+2 ] R t R cap +Ẽ t −D t and moving the e x to the first line, we arrive at
We now cancel the term E t [E t+1 [P t+2 ]] in the first line, and collect the second line with the forth line. Thus, we get to equation (28), where B t is as in equation (29). This confirms the validity of equation (28) for time step t.
In addition, an optimal decision at time step t, x * t , can be computed by arg min x∈X t Q t (S t , x) = arg min
Thus, depending on the sign ofP t − E t [P t+1 ], it is the myopic policy or x + t .
